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The terrible sufferings through which the Indian community had
gone in the previous struggle—the financial loss alone amounted to
fifty lakhs of rupees—hardly gave hopes that the recruitment would be
very extensive. "This would be," Gandhi said, s£our third campaign.
I have no doubt that it would be the most brilliant of all. We wish
to deceive neither ourselves, nor the Government. It is plain that in
the impending struggle, we cannot count upon hundreds going to jail.
But what we might lack in numbers would be made up for, by the
earnestness and the unconquerable will of the few. No country in the
world can afford to place all its children at the same time on the field.
Ours is an army of peace. But whether we have five hundred or fifty or
five or even one true passive resister on the field, victory is ours."
Before the struggle was started, the Government were informed on
September 12, that passive resistance would be continued so long as
"racial bar disfigures the Immigration Act; the rights existing prior
to the passing of the act are not restored and maintained; the status
of women married in South Africa is not secured; and generally so
long as the spirit of generosity and justice does not pervade the
administration of the existing laws."
The Phoenix satyagrahis, who were only awaiting instructions,
entrained on September 15 at Durban for Volksrust. They went by
the Kafir Mail, all travelling third class, taking with them only the
most necessary things. Although only the intimate friends were in-
formed, nearly a hundred Indians, representing all classes, saw them
off at the Central Station. On reaching Volksrust the party was
stopped by the immigration officer. The party would not give any
information. Only one of them acted as interpreter and spokesman
for all, and he courteously informed the officer that although he and
his companions did not wish to embarrass the officers in any way, it
was part of their campaign not to disclose their full names for the
time being or to furnish any means of identifying themselves.
On request, the spokesman made the following statement on the
next day: S6I, on behalf of the party travelling with me, make this
declaration that I am travelling with a party of twelve men and
four women and we are entering the Transvaal now without any
documentary reasons and other test required by the present law—
being practically passive resisters, against the said law. Further that
we, being passive resisters, refuse to recognize any of the provisions
of the existing law."

